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ABOUT
PROVISIONS
Provisions Library is an art and social change research center
initiated in 2001. Provisions uses art to present information
and promote learning: to explore models of inclusion, equity,
and connection. Working with a variety of individuals and
institutions, Provisions discovers and amplifies new crosscultural narratives, grassroots strategies, and open sources
of knowledge. Provisions’ library, public programs, and
research opportunities support artistic, intellectual, and activist
endeavors that explore social topics in contemporary culture.
These include local, national, and international projects,
such as public art projects, exhibits, residencies, forums,
and publications.

more robust and socially-engaged field of contemporary art and
cultural scholarship through creative research projects.
Provisional Research is a digital journal that documents
research and projects through open-access downloads.
Provisions provides a platform for considering and reflecting on
public process, with the goal of advancing art and social change
in cognizance and consciousness.
Support is provided by Gaea Foundation, Andy Warhol
Foundation, Open Society Foundations, Nathan Cummings
Foundation, Lambent Foundation, CrossCurrents Foundation,
DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities, Cafritz
Foundation, and George Mason University.

Provisions Research Residencies were launched in 2011 to
provide artists, scholars, and creative researchers access to
the capital’s unique wealth of archives, resources, and public
spaces that speak to our political legacy and its social futures.
Fellows from across the nation and within the capital build a

Provisions Library
http://provisionslibrary.org
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In June 2012, Provisions Library sent four DC-based creative researchers to
Berlin to source ideas for the Dupont Underground, an abandoned streetcar
station and tunnel beneath Dupont Circle in the heart of Washington DC.
Their creative process and research projects culminated in an exhibition at
the Goethe-Institut DC. The exhibition considered the poetics, politics, and
possibilities of public development in these uncannily connected capitals. This
publication compiles their ideas, principles, challenges and concepts, offering
examples for any efforts seeking to resurrect abandoned infrastructures in the
name of cultural development.
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DUPONT TUNNELS
In Washington DC, just a mile north of the White House
and National Mall, rests a modern ruin--a 75,000 sq. ft.
abandoned streetcar station directly beneath Dupont Circle,
and its corresponding tunnels passing under Connecticut
Avenue from S to N Street. The Dupont Circle streetcar
station opened in 1949, and provided streetcar passage and
pedestrian pick-up beneath the circle until only 12 years later,
when the tunnels closed with the entire DC streetcar system.
Long recognized as the cultural center of the district and hub
for political activism, today Dupont Circle is experiencing a
surge of new high-end restaurants, shops, hotels, and luxury
apartments in the embassy-rich corridors and streets jutting
from this center. An unusual cross-section of politicos, young
professionals, and DC’s down and out players converge at
Dupont’s legendary fountain, a rare public space for local
cultural exchange in the highly ordered and regulated capital.
The development of Dupont is consistent with the rapid
transformation of the rest of the District today, thanks to an
up-and-coming generation of urbanists who fuel the largely
leftist sentiments of the city and increase its population
at the rate of about 1000 new residents per month.
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Originally built to alleviate circle traffic by sending the
Connecticut Avenue streetcars underground to pick up
passengers at the station below this hectic intersection. Today
the tunnels are mostly forgotten, instead existing primarily
as an inactive chamber that is only accessible by a small,
nondescript door, reached by following a narrow sidewalk
on the Connecticut Avenue underpass. The eight entrances
surrounding Dupont Circle that once provided an easy descent
into the underground station now offer urban camouflage
of the previous system. They are boarded up and routinely
overlooked by pedestrians--district citizens and tourists alike.

Dupont area. But despite their visions of what the tunnel might
become, their conceptual ideas have not been brought fruition.
The tunnels are not only an abandoned space awaiting
eventual development or further engulfment into the DC
underground instead, the tunnels, and the desires and
dreams associated with their resurrection, reflect the
possibilities and improbabilities of a public commons in
American consciousness. The tensions around their current
condition--architectural, political, spatial, and temporal-serve as an emblem for an entire nation re-imagining its
fractured urban landscapes. These bicameral tunnels are
remainders and reminders of how systems come to pass.

Since 2011, The Dupont Underground, a non-profit association
consisting of architects, urban planners, economists, and arts
leaders, has met weekly in a little office in Dupont circle to
consider futures for the site. They hold temporary keys to
the space bestowed to them by city, which has granted them
exclusive access to develop a proposal for its resurrection. The
group meets regularly, attempting to develop a feasible plan for
Dupont Underground’s re-development. They are challenged by
the architecture of the property, specifically that it is a narrow
dark tunnel with little ventilation the mandate of zero public
funds for the endeavor, which limits the project vision and by
the bureaucratic context in which they must operate, which
fosters solipsistic power. The current Dupont board of directors,
who are the crusaders of the cause, envision that such a
project would bring recognition and vibrancy to capital and the

UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTIONS
Before the district established the Metro and bus systems,
streetcars offered the primary public means for traversing
the District. In 1949, after years of planning, the DC
government approved designs for a new streetcar station
to alleviate the increasingly problematic traffic congestion
in Dupont Circle. Tunnels running down Connecticut Ave
would detour streetcars underground to pick up and drop off
passengers from platforms just beneath the circle, keeping
the steady slew of streetcars out of surface traffic.
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For two full years, major tunnel construction in the city’s
most popular intersection blocked not only traffic, but limited
pedestrian access to businesses. Complaints mounted as
streets were unearthed and re-engineered, with the tunnel’s
development stalling the impatient capital. When finally
completed, the streetcars opened with grand celebration.
Eight entranceways majestically populated the circle’s outer
edge, where passengers could descend to the tram station,
just below ground to catch a ride out of Dupont Circle, and
arriving passengers could ascend into the cosmopolis.
Despite its glorious welcome, the system seemed ill-fated
from the start. A senator’s wife mistakenly drove into
the tunnels, dramatically demonstrating the failure of the
municipality to clearly mark the entranceway. A few confused
passengers met their death on the barely visible tracks.
Frequent repairs made for a persistently unreliable system.

In 1961, after only 12 years of operation, DC’s entire streetcar
system collapsed in favor of buses and anticipations of a subway
system. The original designers of the streetcar platform
had anticipated connecting with the future Metro, but Metro
designs of the 70s called for significantly deeper tunnels than
anyone in the 50s had envisioned. When the station closed,
the tunnels’ inclines along Connecticut were filled in with
rubble and debris, and the eight entrances to the tunnels
surrounding the circle were boarded and locked up. The keys to
the silenced tunnels were returned to the city for safekeeping.
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SPECULATIVE DEVELOPMENTS
While the food court had the rare opportunity to try its
luck thanks to political favors, plentiful unrealized dreams
and desires for the tunnel’s transformation circulated after
its closure. At one point or another, developers proposed a
shopping center, playground for at-risk youth, protective
bunker, aquatic center, and underground gym— but
the extensive expenses and ultimately disadvantages of
underground rehabilitation always halted their realization.
And so today, the tunnels sit, home to only the most savvy
homeless, who make rooms in the boarded-up entries, quite
quietly unable to escape their enchanting real estate location
just below the busiest intersection of the US capital.
Today, as metro DC rapidly expands and gentrifies at its highest
rate since WWII, the tunnels have once again captured the
imagination of Washingtonians. In 2011, the city issued a
request for Proposals (RFP) that invited groups to submit
prospectuses for the space’s redevelopment, with the major
stipulation that the city would provide no funding. A group of
arts advocates, urban planners, and creative consultants won
the RFP, formed The Dupont Underground non-profit board,
which over the course of two years built a following through
tours, regular meetings, and studies involving the property
and its possible transformations into a cultural space. The
working model— a cultural space/shopping mall— has received
supporting interest from vendors including wineries, an art book
12
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a similar abandoned subway stop, the Dupont Underground
board keeps commercial focus due to the city’s mandate. In
doing so, they follow the status quo of American resistance
to invest in public spaces--such as parks and passages-for its citizens. The Dupont Underground board follows the
commercially driven impulse to utilize space rather than to
create a place, building for profit rather than social impact. Most
importantly, they overlook the space’s potential to stimulate
the local community, while ignoring Dupont Underground’s.

retailer, Apple computers, and Landmark Cinema, conforming
to the city’s stipulation for mixed-commercial development.
Like many boards, the trustees of the Dupont Underground
have experienced high turnover in volunteer commitment to the
cause. Today, architect Julian Hunt spearheads The Dupont
Underground’s efforts, and serves as a veritable crusader
for its resurrection. While the board touts contemporary
art as a mode for its reactivation, they struggle to propose
a vision for exactly what the tunnels might become. The
idea of using the space for a hybrid contemporary art
exhibition and an underground mall creates room for doubt,
considering the disharmonious relationship of cultural and
commercial development. The board has yet to resolve how
the tunnel will grapple with its own history, its unusual
long and narrow architecture, and its clear limitations of
air, light, and access. Dealing with these parameters, and
determining how this cultural space will distinguish itself
from other museums and ventures across the district, will
be crucial to developing enough public buy-in to launch a
cultural space dynamic enough to advance the aesthetics of
a relatively traditional and conservative American capital.

The challenge of developing the Dupont Underground
space, like developing all spaces with a rich history
and infrastructural poetics, is the question of which
ghosts it will keep, and which ones it will give up.

BERLIN EXAMPLES
Across the Atlantic, Berlin’s artists, designers, and developers
have brought an exceptionally experimental ethos and aesthetic
to the resurrection of a recently reunited city. In Berlin, modern
ruins are adapted for creative purposes, some temporary (in
the spirit of occupation) and others permanent (preserving
spaces for social memory and connection). The ruins of this
repeatedly war-ravaged city have become sites for gathering,
convening, and celebrating the beauty of social presence
amongst an impossibly real past and a faithfully intrepid future.

Despite examples like NYC’s High Line, which demonstrates
the harmony of public commons and economic development,
and the Lowline NYC, which presents pioneering technology
to send light beneath the city surface for the revitalization of
13
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of temporary use--the development model of Tempelhoff
exhibits an ethos of slow, experimental adaptation, which
is contrary to the American approach of remodeling. Here,
an abandoned space platforms non-permanent, temporary
installations that are testing the success of architectural
uses, wayfinding mechanisms, and economic models within
a flexible park structure. Their policy of “provisional use”
means that the city invites the public to use the space, changes
resources according to needs and demands, and makes
adjustments as time passes and funding structures change.

Pioneering sustainable design, temporary use, and progressive
intent, Berlin’s creative producers have been layering pasts
and futures to heal the social fabric of a torn city--carrying
the wake of the past in the tides of the present. The city has
become a collage geography of places becoming other-thanthey-were, as if the entire city has expressed its regrets through
resurrections. Public and private initiatives are reclaiming
abandoned spaces, outmoded bureaucratic complexes, and
industrial voids as social landscapes--growing culture from
places where collective histories can neither be wholly preserved
nor quickly forgotten. Many artists, designers, and social
experimenters today inhabit Berlin’s deep political pasts-sometimes repairing wounds, sometimes opening them.

Given its history of social politics and public spaces, it makes
sense for Berlin to pioneer such resurrections as a necessity
of democratic life. This attitude is precedented not only by a
long history of social movements and resistances to various
political powers, but also by the legacy of American democracy
in West Berlin noted as a place for freedom, expression, and
creativity bankrolled by the Marshall Plan’s influx of American
capital for economic reconstruction projects. Meanwhile,
Berlin’s squatters and trespassers, largely punks, activists, and
artists inhabiting abandoned buildings in the vacuous hollows
of Soviet agencies, were sheltered by property laws favoring
the use and care of buildings beyond property ownership.

The conversion of Tempelhof Airport into a public park is
an example of transforming outdated infrastructure into a
community driven project. The airport’s remodeling integrates
state-funded recreation and culture, patronage for small
businesses and the gradual revitalization of housing in the
surrounding area. Once the site of the Berlin Airlift, in the
past three years Tempelhof’s vast runways have become a park
where bikers, parasailers, and recreation-seekers traverse the
runways amidst community gardens, cafes, and temporary art
installations. The airport building has become a convention
center that hosts events like Fashion Week, trade shows, and
international conferences in one of the largest indoor spaces
in the world. Sanctioned by the city of Berlin, with intent

Moreover, the Berlin public expects the state to support
production of art, culture, and social development for the
common good, in contradistinction to the American ethos
14
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where individual philanthropy provides for art and public
resources. The intrinsic value of cultural gathering means
that in Berlin art and art making find a more social, political
purpose. In Berlin there is no way to avoid constant reflection
on the role of the state in daily life, yielding a more nuanced
understanding of the relationship between power and the
populus, and bringing sensitivity to how artwork engages its
larger urban, national, and international contexts. As expected,
the Berlin scene also suffers from a great number of hipsters
and artists creating iterations that only reflect the shimmering
capital of the art market--images of empty formal symbols
best for decorating the designer lofts of the bourgeoisie.

CAPITAL RESEARCH
In summer 2012, Provisions Library launched its research
residency program as part of a special collaboration with
the Goethe-Institut DC and The Dupont Underground.
As part of Provisions’ Executive Director’s service on
the Dupont Underground board, Don Russell was tasked
with the development of a programmatic vision for the
underground. To realize this complex task, Provisions
sought sources and inspirations from a select group of DCbased researchers. They consequently journeyed to Berlin to
examine the shared and disparate qualities of capital ruins
and collect inspirations for reviving the Dupont Underground
tunnels from this rapidly changing urban landscape.
15
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influence of freedom and democracy, as a rare place in the
world where “Americanness” insinuates not only warfare, but
also a reunited public. Upon return to DC, the researchers
observed L’Enfant’s plan adapted from a French battlefield-with its citadel and siege avenues, its symmetries and mystical
geometries. The group hiked with DC’s Parks and People,
toured the district’s graffiti and murals, discussed Cultural
Tourism projects, and rode the new bikeshare system offering
increased mobility across the summer capital streets.

The group included architect Pam Jordan, scholar Paul Farber,
artist Edgar Endress and writer/artist James Huckenpahler.
The four explored ruins and resurrected spaces in Berlin
for 10 days, followed by 10 days of exploring public and
abandoned spaces throughout the District. Each fellow was
tasked with the idea of producing a final project on the theme
of Parks & Passages, and expected to not only contribute
their research to an exhibition at DC’s Goethe-Institut, but to
share and engage in research marked by a hybrid of cultural
diplomacy, Zebaldian wander, and a convivial public process.

In September, the group presented their findings in an
exhibition at the Goethe-Institut DC. This publication
documents this research. Pam Jordan’s Cartographies offers
ways of interpreting and understanding the fascinating
architectures of the tunnels, meanwhile presenting a collection
of principles of preservation from Berlin and a proposal for
an provisional use of the tunnel space. Paul Farber’s Tunnel
Vision presents a historical timeline of Washington Post
articles on the underground space--exposing how the tunnels
circulated in popular consciousness. Edgar Endress’s Ruins
& Utopias a film installation captures the cobbled Berlin
aesthetic in four instances exploring state power and personal
agency. James Huckenpahler’s book Metamonument offers a
series of ten futuristic stories of what Dupont Underground
could become. These exhibition projects were accompanied
by a full program of lectures, events, and dialogues around
urban development that engaged Berlin visitors and DC

Provisions researchers were encouraged to explore tributaries
of mind, feasts of scene, subjective dynamics, and changing
circumstances issuing from a variety of players, politics,
and persuasions. Inspired by the premise and promise of
becoming lost, Provisions researchers disappeared into Berlin’s
markets, parks, and monuments, utilizing the extremely wellorchestrated public transit and bike systems to traverse a
vast metropolis of abandoned buildings and transitory zones.
Berlin’s reconstructed labyrinths-- both East and West- a puzzle of changing street names, seemingly defying the
German inclination of tight designs and perfect plans. The
group toured former bunkers converted into private museums,
the Mauerpark Flea Market with its stalls and cultural events
at the site of the former “no-man’s land” of the Berlin wall,
and the abandoned Spreepark amusement park in the former
east. They saw America in Berlin: as a funding effort, as an
16
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In sum, the Parks & Passages project exposed three
major issues for the adaptation of recent ruins: the social,
subliminal, and poetic dynamics of outmoded infrastructure,
the orientation towards such spaces by owners, visitors,
and states, and the affective dimensions of capital cities as
demonstrative emblems of political potency. Parks & Passages
set out to expose the orientation of lingering and movement
in abandoned sites, reflecting on the passages that can serve
as both places to pass-through as well as halls for capital
goods, and parks that can be both verdant spaces as well as
resting sites for cars temporarily abandoned by their owners,
like a streetcar permanently stopped at its former station.

populations in the possibilities for their surrounding city.
As the research was underway and the exhibition in
development, The Dupont Underground board became
skeptical of the research, concerned that its expansive notion
of social environment and public engagement would lead
to alternate visions and confused negotiations. Meanwhile,
the city’s concerns about insurance, public safety, and
access led to a cancellation of tours and tunnel events. This
breakdown demonstrates the conflicts between reflective
citizen inquiry and the economic drivers of public-private
partnership--of concern for any urban development initiative.
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It can also be noted that ruins of transportation are
doubly salient precisely because these places of movement
provide remarkably public places for private reflection. On
transportation, we all flit between conscious and unconscious
thought as we are transported between hyper-awareness
and nothingness. We turn over our bodies in motion to the
ride from one place to another. Abandoned transportation
infrastructures become landscapes for our dreams and
imaginations because the basic rules of time and movement and
habits of occupation have been broken. As with the tunnels,
Berlin’s parks, or ruins in general, these stiller-than-life spaces
offer opportunity for public confrontation of the organic and
inorganic, natural and machinic, social and private muse.
This awareness can be captured and cultivated by preserving
the raw, rugged nature of these places, opening an encounter
with the past in the present, catering to a public desire to be
kinesthetically proximate to everyday history, to encounter
by foot and hand the remains of once-moving mechanisms
now providing a peace offering towards a public commons.

the city. The lack of real underground movement operated in
contradistinction to a cultural stirring across DC for another
kind of preserved and presented history--one less national
and more local, less official and more open, less controlled and
more situational. One more about the tempo of phases of great
anticipation and collapse, about ruins and decay, about shoring
up these designs and intensifying (not covering over) the
partiality, incompleteness, sense of promise and failure inherent
in this landscape. Whoever haunts the tunnel now knows that
at some point the future will swallow up this place in one form
or another. This haunt, in the meantime, serves as, as Svetlana
Boym terms, “a future nostalgia,” an incomplete present that is
a future dreamscape. Our thoughts here are still evolving and
always incomplete, like abandoned spaces awaiting resurrection.

WEATHERED ARCHITECTURE
In the summer of July 2012, unusually strong rains and storms
forced open leaks in the tunnel walls. Each opening of the
little access door on the side of Connecticut avenue set forth a
wind of dense hot cavernous air laden with mildew and decay.
Heavy with weather, the tunnels seemed canals, earways for
18
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CARTOGRAPHIES
PAM JORDAN
Architect Pam Jordan set out to explore the tension between
preservation and transformation, using direct observation and
experience to apprehend architectural relationships and analyze
the psychogeography of recent ruins. Cartographies catalogs
Berlin’s unique approach to preservation strategies, diagrams
the Dupont Underground’s complex architectures, and maps of
investigative wanderings through capital environs.

architecture. Using the acoustics of the architecture provides a
means for displaying the unique auditory characteristics of the
space-as-is, presents a mode of historic preservation that can
celebrate the mental and physical geography of ruins, and offers
an ‘interim’ way to experience the tunnels as soundscapes in
their ruined state. Jordan’s sonic intervention seeks to reveal the
presence of this space without determining its future.

Spending significant time in the underground tunnels, Jordan
observed two highly unique effects of their architecture: 1)
only feet below and beside the capital’s busiest traffic circle, the
underground tunnels are remarkably, almost impossibly quiet,
and 2) the curvature of the walls and narrow passageways
carry the slightest of sounds to a listener over 500 ft. away.
These characteristics are at first concealed by the overwhelming
experience of tunnel entry--a viewer transported into this
underground domain expects the surrounding quietude to echo
their contemplations, or a trespasser hears most loudly their
heart in their ears. From close observation and immersion,
Jordan proposes a strategy to use the acoustics of the

Jordan’s proposal to have the DC’s Gay Men’s Chorus
perform in the tunnels and amplify sound to the streets above
unfortunately went unrealized due to emerging constraints
by the city on public tunnel access. Despite its unrequited
demonstration, the proposal of acoustic activation presents a
ready proposal to DC for a Dupont Underground event.
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STRATEGIES OF CONTINUATION
The following is a glossary of terms and ideas developed
by Provisions resident Pam Jordan during four weeks of
built history research in the summer of 2012. Thirtytwo existing building sites in Berlin, be they ruins or
contemporary renovations, were visited and recorded in
terms of their experiential qualities (appearance, acoustics)
and how each addressed history through its existing building
fabric. The following list coalesces the lessons from each
site, which are described in detail on the site cards above.
These lessons are used to consider the Dupont Underground
from different perspectives.

AESTHETICS – the found condition of materials or structure
is retained, often in a damaged state, for its ornamental
qualities rather than its functional abilities

The following is formal and informal, opinionated and objective,
extensive yet incomplete - some terms overlap and even
contradict the American Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
for the Treatment of Historic Properties. Ultimately, this list is
intended to spark debate about what ‘preservation’ really means.

CONSERVATION – a detailed study of the original material(s)
and the subsequent laborious process of cleaning, stabilizing,
and preserving (i.e. work on woodwork, mortar, or paint)

ARTIFACT – a piece of the original building whose
deteriorated form demonstrates its history directly, it often
receives a rarified treatment or is used as an aesthetic element
BIOGROWTH – any kind of animal, plant,
mold, or fungus growth on building fabric, often
functions as a deterioration mechanism

CONTINUAL USE – the building continues
to function as it was originally designed, can
result in little physical change over time

ADAPTIVE REUSE – the building remains intact but is used
for a new purpose, work might include selective demolition to
suit the new purpose
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FULL ACCESS – a space previously for restricted
use is opened for public view and use

CULTURAL LANDSCAPE – recognizes the buildings,
landscape, temporal and experiential conditions, and other
aspects that help define the character of a place and its use

HANDICRAFT – the treatment of the building
includes a revival of old building techniques, sometimes
part of a revival of an older architecture style

DETERIORATION MECHANISM – any force that
causes deterioration (i.e. moisture, plant growth, acidic
soil, impacts from shrapnel or loading trucks)

MAINTENANCE, FUNCTIONAL – regular maintenance
that serves to keep the building functional in its current
condition (i.e. sealing windows, repairing floors)

DIFFERENTIATED ADDITION – the materials and/or
design of the newer addition are very different from original
building and are meant to be easily distinguishable
DOCUMENTATION – records the partial or full history
of a place, can include methods such as interviews, maps,
catalogues of artifacts, and related news items through time

MAINTENANCE, AUTHENTIC MATERIALS – repairs and
upkeep use the same materials and methods as were used during
the initial construction (i.e. replacing brick mortar with the
same mixture of elements), often part of a conservation effort

EDUCATION – building or site is used to teach about a
specific element besides the history of the place (i.e. work on
the building demonstrates a particular conservation technique)

MAINTENANCE, CONTEMPORARY MATERIALS –
repairs and upkeep use materials and methods that were not
originally available (i.e. replacing a thatch roof with rubber tile)

DISNEY-FICATION – the simplification of the building’s
history to be easily accessible and enjoyed by the most
people as possible, usually for non-local audiences/
tourists and not a very nuanced presentation

MEMORIAL TO SELF – the building (fragment) serves to
memorialize the original (intact) building and/or its own history
MEMORIAL TO OTHERS – the building continues
to act as a memorial as originally designed
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RARIFICATION – makes clear that existing building
fabric is special and untouchable, pieces are often
put behind glass as if in a museum exhibit

MEMORIAL ADDED – an added feature to the
site (i.e. a plaque, sculpture, quiet room), often
addresses the conditions that caused the fragmentation
or destruction of the original building

REASSEMBLY – brings scattered parts of the original back
together as a whole, can be left fragmented as an aesthetic
choice or be unified through reconstruction or restoration

NARRATIVE TWEAK – the original history or timeline
of the site is glossed or simplified for presentation,
often used for development projects or advertising

RECLAMATION – a neighborhood or group of people uses
the building for current needs and this use begins to redefine
the historical understanding and character of the place

NOMENCLATURE CONTINUITY – the original name of the
site is perpetuated in some way, sometimes this is the only form
of continuation left for a site

RECONSTRUCTION – the rebuilding of a place to its
previous (intact) state, can reconstruct the original design
or a later version before deterioration, the process uses
what little remains of the existing building material

PART STANDING FOR THE WHOLE – often the
entryway or other very public identifier of a place is retained
while the rest of the building and/or ancillary structures
were demolished or greatly changed, the remaining part
serves as a representation of the entire original building

RECREATION – the complete reconstruction of the building
that imitates the original design but uses all new materials

PRESERVATION – the work of retaining a building
or site, in whole or in part, as it stands or as it
once stood, for a present and future understanding
of the past through existing built fabric

REHABILITATION – the upgrading of an existing
building to function anew and/or under current
standards or needs (i.e. opening up bricked-in
windows, installing ramps for universal access)
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REINTERPRETATION – recomposes the original
structure with new materials, spatial characteristics,
and different ways of seeing and/or interacting with the
structure and its history (i.e. changing the entry sequence,
replacing brick walls with glass in the same location)
RESTORATION – makes the building appear as it did in a
specific time in the past, work uses significant existing material
RUIN – a site where deterioration from any mechanism
has been/is allowed to continue unabated
SIGNAGE – gives long-form narrative and
pictorial background information of a place
STABILIZATION – prevents further deterioration
but does not repair any element
SUBSTITUTION – a newer and usually different
element stands in for the original, can be for symbolic
purposes (in the case of missing pieces) or practical
purposes (in the case of fragile material)
 ALKING TOUR – narrative-driven presentation of a site’s
W
or region’s history, often presents a unique or underrepresented
perspective, multiple buildings are often included
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TUNNEL VISION
PAUL FARBER
Scholar, historian, and urban studies critic Paul Farber set out
to explore the urban development challenges of Dupont Underground and its connections to Berlin’s storied landscape. Tunnel
Vision traces the idea of the Dupont Underground as has circulated in the DC cultural imaginary through Washington Post
articles from conception to present day.

A second group of works by Farber illuminates echoes of DC in
Berlin and vice versa, highlighting unusual instances of each
capital’s influence on the other’s formation.

Farber collected every Washington Post article mentioning
the Dupont tunnels from 1918 to the present. He uncovered an
unanticipated array of speculations, proposals, prospects, and
pitfalls. While the tunnel itself was open for less than twelve
years, its time in public imagination far exceeds its functional life.
Farber’s curated timeline, designed in collaboration with fellow
resident James Huckenpahler, narrates a history of the tunnels
and station in popular consciousness--demonstrating their role as
placeholders for DC fantasies, dreams, and visions and the hubris
of public planning processes.
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HISTORY OF AN IDEA,
HISTORY OF A SPACE.
Over the past 50-plus years, several generations of urban
visionaries and pacemakers have sought to route Washington
DC’s future through one of the most storied and preposterous
relics: a pair of colossal abandoned streetcar tunnels under Dupont
Circle that have been dormant since they closed for operations
in late 1961. The tunnels were only in official use for 12 years
until the District ceased streetcar operations and blocked the
entrances around the circle and along Connecticut avenue. Since
then, the space has only served a sporadic functionality--as a Cold
War fallout shelter in the 1960s, and an ill-fated, subterranean
food court in the 1990s. The tunnels are currently slated for
development by the Arts Coalition for the Dupont Underground
as an emergent cultural institution and space. Situated appx. 20
ft below the street surface, the tunnels have been relegated to the
cities’ subconscious but never distant from public discourse.

disregarded vision of progress. The years of the tunnel’s potential
redevelopment now span longer than the years of its streetcar
transit use. The underground’s history also indicates the range
of patterns that may affect future transformations, played out at
every stage of the tunnel’s evolution: the internecine relationship
between DC’s local and federal governments, the inherent
complications of overlapping public and private ownership, and the
power at play when defining the potential of an urban space along
the lines of cultural vitality and inclusion.
This serves as an open archive and research tool, composed
largely through a creative display of historic Washington Post
articles. We invite viewers to explore stories and cycles of
imagined adaptive reuse in a shared frame, and as one model for
critical thought, consider any future for the tunnels through these
accounts.

The existence of this open secret of the city is a case study for
broader trends in historically-inclined urban redevelopment. The
simultaneity of speculation, neglect, and wonderment involved in
the tunnels’s lifespan troubles the notion that this is an “abandoned
space,” even as the structure is mostly conceived as a failed and

We suggest no true beginning or end for this timeline, but instead
aim to trace out the history of an idea and the history of the space.
—Paul M. Farber
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BERLINERS

Berlin, from (A) Paul-Robeson-Strasse
to (B)John-F.-Kennedy-Platz.

In the summer of 1963, two prominent American visitors,
President John F. Kennedy and Paul Robeson, visited the
two respective sides of a divided Berlin. On June 26,
1963, President Kennedy proclaimed his solidarity with
the government and people of West Berlin outside of
Schöneberg City Hall. As tens of thousands of West
Berliners cheered, Kennedy made an appeal of symbolic
citizenship— “Today, in the world of freedom, the
proudest boast is Ich bin ein Berliner!” Historian Andreas
Daum contends Kennedy’s visit “generated one of the
most spectacular events of the modern era.”
Two DC,
months
Kennedy’s
trip,“Here
a caseI Stand”
in relief: On
Washington,
from aer
(A) the
Paul Robeson
25, 1963,
AfricanCenter
American
performer
and
public
Statue toAugust
(B) the John
F. Kennedy
for the
Performing
Arts.

Berlin, from (A) Paul-Robeson-Strasse
to (B)John-F.-Kennedy-Platz.
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figure Paul Robeson flew in secrecy to East Berlin.
Robeson was the son of a former slave, an All-American
football star at Rutgers, and a world renowned singer and
actor who had fallen into disrepute during the McCarthy
years. He had traveled previously to the German
Democratic Republic in October 1960 and was awarded
a “Great Star of Friendship” by the East German Party
leader Walter Ulbricht and an honorary degree from
Humboldt University. In 1963, he entered the country
to receive treatment at the Buch Clinic for a mysterious
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In the summer of 1963, two prominent American visitors,
President John F. Kennedy and Paul Robeson, visited the two
respective sides of a divided Berlin. On June 26, 1963, President Kennedy proclaimed his solidarity with the government
and people of West Berlin outside of Schöneberg City Hall. As
tens of thousands of West Berliners cheered, Kennedy made an
appeal of symbolic citizenship, “Today, in the world of freedom,
the proudest boast is Ich bin ein Berliner!” Historian Andreas
Daum contends Kennedy’s visit “generated one of the most
spectacular events of the modern era.”

Though the two men never interacted in Berlin in 1963, the
historical traces of their travels to the divided city have left an
imprint on current day Berlin’s public spaces and imagination.
After Kennedy’s assassination in November 1963, the city named
the square in front of its city hall John-F.-Kennedy-Platz, and held
memorial events for Kennedy featuring Americans including his
brother Robert and Martin Luther King. Current sites of memory
for Kennedy around Berlin include the Free University’s John F.
Kennedy Institute for North American Studies and the Kennedys
Museum. Robeson was honored as a beloved honorary citizen of
East Berlin with numerous invocations of his legacy. In 1965
the Paul Robeson Archive was founded at the Academy of Arts,
and in 1968 the GDR held a cultural symposium honoring his
70th birthday. After his death in 1976, a street in East Berlin’s
Prenzlauer Berg was renamed Paul-Robeson-Strasse, and his
face appeared on an East German Stamp with the words, “For
Peace Against Racism, Paul Robeson 1898-1976.” Paul-RobesonStrasse remains in reunified Berlin.

Two months after Kennedy’s trip, a case in relief: On August
25, 1963, African American performer and public figure Paul
Robeson flew in secrecy to East Berlin. Robeson was the son
of a former slave, an All-American football star at Rutgers,
and a world renowned singer and actor who had fallen into
disrepute during the McCarthy years. He had traveled previously
to the German Democratic Republic in October 1960 and was
awarded a “Great Star of Friendship” by the East German Party
leader Walter Ulbricht and an honorary degree from Humboldt
University. In 1963, he entered the country to receive treatment
at the Buch Clinic for a mysterious illness from which he had
been convalescing in Britain for the two previous years. As he
recovered in East Berlin for the following four months, Robeson
was kept largely out of the public eye.

Kennedy and Robeson share a status as venerated American
Berliners and key figures of the history/memory of the Cold War.
The ongoing and myriad attempts to memorialize them continue
to this day, including several examples in and around Washington
D.C.
—Paul M. Farber
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T H E  WA L L  O N  T H E  M A L L
Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced
International Studies (SAIS)
of the Johns Hopkins University
This painted segment was gied to Johns
Hopkins University by the Berlin Senate,
and features a plaque that ends with the
explanation that this memorial "stands in
tribute to the success of the GermanAmerican partnership and as a reminder
that freedom can never be taken for
granted."

The Berlin Wall’s transformation from geopolitical barricade
to cultural commodity occurred within days of the opening
of the border in November 1989. Now, almost 25 years later,
there are dozens of pieces of the former Wall that are on
display across the United States—in government buildings,
presidential libraries, museums, public parks, a food court,
a subway station, and a casino men’s room. Whether displayed
in the Capitol Rotunda or the National Underground Railroad
Freedom Center, I find it meaningful that the material
remnants of a divided Berlin have been displaced from
Germany and re-placed as monumental national artifacts
in the United States. Such is the case especially for pieces
of the Wall within walking distance of the democratic core
and foremost public space of the nation, the National Mall.

Smithsonian Institution
A painted concrete fragment of the
Wall is catalogued with object number
"EXH.RR.06" and was recently included in
the One Life: Ronald Reagan exhibition at
the National Portrait Gallery, encased along
with a piece of the former "Iron Curtain."

International Spy Museum
The interactive, for-profit museum features
a dual display for the Wall in its Cold War
section – one palm-sized fragment encased
in glass, set against a large fabricated piece
of the Wall staged to appear like the
graffitied Western side of the Wall in a
divided Berlin.

Ronald Reagan Building
and International Trade Center
The accompanying plaque features a brief
wrien history of the Berlin Wall and was
donated by Daimler-Benz.

My research studies the ways in which Americans have
narrated and critically engaged their own history, freedom, and
identity through encounters with and representations of the
Berlin Wall. This has been the case from the first days of the
Wall's construction in 1961 through its dismantling in 1989, and
continues through its current aerlife as a dispersed
monumental ruin.
Since 1989, the desire to be present with its physical traces
has not subsided. One popular, shorthand name for Wall
fragments is “Pieces of History.” What does this naming tell
us about the desire to reduce history to pieces? What does
it mean to want to be close to these fragments in places far
away from their original context, in public spaces of
Americana? Each public display of the Wall becomes a portal
to history and a complicated site of memory, reflecting
political and cultural challenges in each particular context
of commemoration. The footprint of the former Berlin Wall
becomes a compelling case study for Cold War memory and
public space in the United States, especially given the Wall’s
erratic and auratic aerlife in America.

Capitol Rotunda
The 7-foot tall, 500-pound bronze statue
of Ronald Reagan in the Rotunda was
dedicated in 2009, and its base features
embedded concrete fragments of the Wall.

Newseum
Eight graffitied segments of the Berlin Wall
are exhibited in the museum's main
downstairs concourse, along with a former
guard tower from Checkpoint Charlie.

Paul M. Farber

Newseum Advertisement, 2008.
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RUINS & UTOPIAS
EDGAR ENDRESS
TABLE 3

Edgar Endress set out to uncover expressions of individual
freedom arising from the political, social, and visual milieus of
capital street-life. Ruins and Utopias presents a series of four
video and print installations that demonstrate how authoritarian
statehood and individual agency construct our social and
private imaginaries.

Utopias and Ruins presents a shoddily constructed,
mechanically reeling display of East German architecture
activated by a music box that plays Lilli Marleen, a song
associated with Nazi resistance offering a sweet if not complicit
tale of a grandiose architecture folding in on itself.

TABLE 1

TABLE 4

Heroclitas 2 or The Hydra, presents footage of East German
and communist utopias, offering dueling images of communist
leaders and abandoned amusement parks.

Last Victim, the Escape of Winfried Freudenburg, stories
the last casualty of the Berlin Wall, an East German who, in
1989 fatally attempted freedom by lofting a gas-filled balloon
across the Wall.

TABLE 2

Ruins & Utopias illuminates the mental and material
architectures that our projections of beauty and loss propose,
delimit, and inhabit.

Graffiti, presents a stack of prints featuring collaged and
reproduced images collected from the Berlin streets. Visitors
are invited to take a poster if they promise to paste the print in
public places.
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HEROCLITAS 2
OR THE HYDRA

GRAFFITI

UTOPIAS AND RUINS
In collaboration
with Peter Lee.

Narration by Ken Elston. Text by
Heiner Muller. In collaboration
with Peter Lee.

THE LAST VICTIM, THE
ESCAPE OF WINFRIED
FREUDENBURG
Video and historical footage
from the National Archives
in DC. Narration by by Molly
Elston. In collaboration
with Peter Lee.
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WATCH
VIDEO
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METAMONUMENT
JAMES HUCKENPAHLER
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METAMONUMENT
JAMES HUCKENPAHLER
Metamonument explores how mega-investments like The
Marshall Plan incited resonances between these two cities—
unfurling a bizarre American, capitalist heroism that expresses
itself in iconic images of expatriated democracy covering the
liberated island of West Berlin, and transposes this liberatory
aesthetic on the ruined walls and buildings of forgotten sectors
of the District.

James Huckenpahler set out to explore uncanny correspondences
of Berlin and DC combining language and image.
Metamonument stories ten futures for the Dupont Underground,
a series of surreal hypothetical fictions based on past proposals
for its possible use.
Inspired by Calvino’s Invisible Cities, the stories of
Metamonument envision the underground as a library, school,
museum, mausoleum, opera, spa, shelter, and power plant.
These re-mastered narratives combine seedy characters, science
fantasy and subliminal messages to reveal the unconscious
dynamisms latent in each proposal. Each story concludes
with pictures and quotes from Berlin and DC, building a
puzzle of English and German phrases that illustrate the
uncanny echoes of both cities and slippages between translated
language and image.
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META
MONUMENT
sources for ahistory

READ THE TEXT HERE

Ten functional fictions that describe
potential uses for the abandoned trolley
tunnels beneath Dupont Circle, formerly
Pacific Circle. These dreams borrow liberally
from cultural spaces in Berlin in an effort to
address some of the fundamental challenges
posed by the location.
Assembled by James Huckenpahler
Foreward by Paul M. Farber
Edited by Casey Smith
Washington, DC
2012
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RECOMMENDATIONS
PROVISIONS TEAM
The Dupont Underground Tunnels gesture to the forgotten, the
mysterious, the seamy, the possible, the below-the-radar parts
of the district. Resurrecting these tunnels demands flexibility,
public process, and creative dreams from many--creating an
experience of transformation that changes with the times and
adapts to the needs of the place it continually generates.

After 50 years of declining population, Washington DC is
growing rapidly, and becoming a dense, connected, and robust
urban center. Dupont Circle has long precedented an integral
cultural life for the district, serving as a site for demonstrations,
political movements, leisure, and economic exchange. Like many
radical cultural centers, this accrued value is now in danger
of being eroded by the rise of chain stores and a decrease in
nearby grassroots arts and cultural venues due to increased
prices and property redevelopment. More diverse and robust
cultural offerings could incite a powerful and integrative
democratic sensibility in the city beyond its federal focus-serving both its long-time resident populations and a new
generation of citizens.
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OBSERVATIONS
ASSETS
GREENERY – Dupont Circle’s central green space is a hub
for chess, meeting, sunbathing, people-watching, and casual
conversation.

LOCATION – Dupont Circle is a crucial axis point of the city’s
design plans.
HISTORY – Dupont Circle contains numerous historic
structures of local and international salience.

LONGEVITY – Longstanding neighbors and institutions
sustain local investment and lived perspective.

CULTURE – Dupont Circle has a long-celebrated history of
grassroots progressive culture, radical politics, and creative
action, and still hosts demonstrations and celebrations amidst
established art museums and galleries.

PROMINENCE – Cosmopolitan social, governmental, and
cultural institutions surround the site.

TRANSPORTATION – The circle serves as a transportation
hub for Metro, bus, bike and foot traffic.

ARCHITECTURE – Eight at-grade entrances provide access
junctures. Beautiful raw remnants -- architectural rivets, tiles,
rail beds -- add character and intrigue.

DESTINATION – Local, national, and international visitors
gravitate toward the circle for culture and commerce.

ACOUSTICS – The long tunnel curvature creates an unusual
and wonderful echo chamber.

DENSITY – Nearby restaurants, cafes, clothing stores, hotels,
clubs, bars, and bookstores are varied and well-populated.

NARRATIVE – Movement through the space is linear,
providing for excellent storytelling.
MYTH – The tunnels circulate as urban legend and mystery.
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CHALLENGES
GENTRIFICATION – Dupont is increasingly price prohibitive
for non-wealthy residents and patrons.

FINANCE – Significant funding is needed to address
structural, ventilation, egress, and lighting.

IDENTITY – Large chain stores threaten the community and
local influence on the neighborhood.

ONTOLOGY – Underground space feels underground. The
tunnel will be a tunnel (less air, narrow, dark, limited access,
linear design), no matter what architectural features are added.

PRECEDENT – The checkered past of hope and failure results
in many skeptics and a burden of proof.
CHARACTER – Rapid development makes it difficult to
incubate a progressive spirit and make a case for cultural
advancement.
ARCHITECTURE – Long and narrow tunnels and platforms
limit capacity and delineate potential use to linear, progressive,
and contained space.
SECURITY – Tunnel architectures propose security challenges
due to sightlines and length.
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PRINCIPLES
INSTINCT – Every space has an instinct based on its past.
People respond subconsciously to this instinct, especially in the
arrangement and uses of space.

FLEXIBILITY – The futures of spaces remain uncertain and
subject to change with the times. Build flexibly with the robust
capacity for change.

HISTORY – Preserving and extending raw history will read
as more authentic than renovation that attempts to mask its
past use.

ACTIVATION –Activate with temporary projects to build
public interest. Find non-permanent ways that elaborate the
creative distinctions of the space.

ADAPTATION – Conversions should incorporate past use into
the new function.

PUBLIC – Capture everyone’s email address. Stay in
communication. Treat everyone as an open field of potential.
Make the project of pressing public interest. You never know
who has money, power, connections, or ideas.

PRESERVATION – Preserve or protect as many existing
elements as possible.

TRANSPARENCY – Be clear and specific about funding needs
and expenditures.

EMBODIMENT – Original use can determine the purpose
of use, the feel and style of architectural designs, and
reconstructive principles. Allow programmatic use and
functionality to drive and determine the architectural decisions.

STAKEHOLDERS – Engage stakeholders at all levels-neighborhoods, investors, advocates, donors, users.

REMEMBRANCE – Allow the raw, rugged, and rough to
embody and accentuate rather than obscure the past.

INPUT – Ask for opinions at each stage of the process.
COMMUNICATION – Listen. Express humility. Ask
questions. Phases. Upgrade in phases. This allows time for
reflection, consideration, and adaptation along the way.

ACCENTUATION – Draw from the truth and beauty of the
tunnel’s presence.
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STRATEGIES
VISION – Develop a robust and diverse board of directors
that represents interests of the circle across time, talent, and
treasure. Continue to host town hall meetings that source ideas
for the underground. A vision for the new, specific use of the
tunnel must be identified before public interest translates into
significant support for endeavors or architectural solutions.

TOURS – Continue weekly tours both open to the public and
for special interest groups. Add the following elements to tours:
A message on the entrance. Specifications of depth, footage,
materials written on the wall (in chalk or other non-permanent
marking). Add historical precedent to presentation of Dupont
initiative. Offer moments of silence/ listening attuning to the
tunnel. Invite visitors to share memories of DC, Dupont and
the tunnel.

ADMINISTRATION – Use proper board proceedings so
that ideas are validated and can progress. This includes clear
partner communication, active listening to board members, and
framing the initiative in a balanced way that serves the tunnel’s
best interest and not the Board or initiating body.

SURVEY – Every tunnel visitor should complete a survey with
questions on one side and a map for ideas on the back. Survey
should collect name, age, ethnicity, job, email, address, how
long they’ve lived in DC at their current address, volunteer
availability. Map should ask: What do you experience?

EDUCATION – The more informed people are about the
Tunnel’s past, the more they will be excited for an adaptive
future. Educate the public about the systems and dynamics.
Use the history to share its potential, ask visitors for feedback,
connections and ideas.

DONATIONS – People that donate to something (however
small) feel more invested in its future success. Ask for a $10
donation to support the work of resurrecting the tunnel. Begin
a group that people automatically join by this gift (The Tunnel
Society, the Friends of Dupont Underground) that keeps people
engaged in events, advocacy, and networking.
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COMMUNICATION – Keep tunnel visitors interested through
a seasonal newsletter of progress and challenges. The more
honest, creative, and informationally deep this is, the more
you will find an interested audience. Use shared documents on
a template so that all information is public and can be easily
passed on for future use. Keep a strong list of local contacts
that participate in town hall meetings about the underground.
COLLABORATION – Collaborate with colleges and
universities to host projects that can engage the environment,
ecosystem, and economics of the tunnel. Collaborate with artists
to interpret the site. Collaborate with embassies to understand
international aesthetics and perspectives.
ENVIRONMENT – Use the aboveground park as a platform
for connectivity with the Underground.
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POSSIBILITIES
BIKE TRAIL + GREEN COMMONS
PROJECT – Honoring the past use of the Underground as
a transportation thoroughfare, a Rails-to-Trails conversion
would build upon the increasing popular investment in the
biking infrastructure of the city. With basic restoration for
safety, ventilation, and paths, the tunnels themselves would
enable bike traffic to pass below the surface, and position
Dupont as a neighborhood champion for green living. Station
platforms would offer mixed use as common park, memorial
site, performance area, bike parking for Capital bikes, bike shop
for repairs and workshops, fountains that will extend the motif
from above ground to below, and refreshments. Public art-light works, sound, video, and performance--would enhance the
tunnel and platform area.

INSPIRATIONS – The High Line, The LowLine, Rails-toTrails, Capital Bikeshare System, Tempelhof Airport, DC
Cultural Tourism.
PROGRAM OF ACTION – Develop a bike plan with designers
and urban planners, approach partners and the city, involve
community stakeholders and neighbors early on.
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DUPONT ART TUNNELS
PROJECT – Inspired by institutions that invite highly
acclaimed international artists to create large installation
at sites of historical relevance, the Dupont Art Tunnels
could present one or two site-specific commissions per year.
International artists would be curated and juried by a panel
of sophisticated contemporary art curators and writers from
DC, NY, and other centers. The tunnels proper would be used
as project rooms housing site-specific works that use the raw
space as context for interventions (no need to add white walls
but instead simply protect the tunnels in their extant form for
health, access, and safety). Amentities would include cultural
offerings such as a bar, refreshments, art bookstore, learning
lab, and radio station that would serve as creative platforms for
engaging emerging artists and community members in issues
related to the installation themes and generate critical dialogue.
Multiple contexts for meeting would provide income streams for
sustainability and development.

INSPIRATIONS – Tate Modern, Serpentine Gallery, Old Vic
Tunnels, Istanbul Modern (largely underground galleries),
Palais de Tokyo
PROGRAM – Assemble advisory committee of acclaimed
curators and artists. Nominate international artists of repute,
inviting proposals from embassies. Work with education leaders
to connect artworks to community initiatives.
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DUPONT ARCHIVES

INTERIM ART AND CULTURE PROJECTS

PROJECT – Use the space to present historical and present
exhibitions of DC and the capital that will inspire new ways of
framing the cultural life and image of the city. An underground
archive would be a well-suited adaptation of the tunnel, with
backlit presentations of photos, videography, and research
units sensibly applied to the linear architecture. Opening with
a presentation on the streetcar system itself, the archives cold
invite local arts, culture, and historical organizations to curate
shows and organize events that use this context as a place
for preserving and presenting aspects of local history. The
darkness of the tunnel could provide a platform for illuminated
works and preserve documents and materials relevant to
the city for researchers and scholars. The place would serve
as an important bridge connecting federal visitors and
investigating local culture.

PROJECTS – A repertoire of site-specific projects and
cultural interventions can explore the tunnel in its abandoned
state and use this transitory context for ephemeral works.
These projects would work within city-sanctioned limitations
and slowly upgrade facilities to enable broader access and
public intervention. Works might include music and sound
performances, lightworks, games, experimental temporary,
interactive sculpture, and experiential tours. Academic
researchers and education groups can perform investigations
in and on the site through a variety of disciplinary frames.
Use documentation, robust design, social media, and
intensive publicity to steadily build attention and interest.
Ensure that creative media is non-invasive or permanent to
avoid complexities.

INSPIRATIONS – National Archives, Topography of Terror,
Stolperstein (stumble stones).

INSPIRATIONS – Urban gaming, Kulturpark, Elsewhere,
Hamburger Bahnhof, Northern Spark Festival, Tate Modern,
Chinati Foundation.

PROGRAM – Curate archives to engage public in research
about such topics as creative use of public urban space,
environmental sustainability, and under-recognized topics from
the history of DC.

PROGRAM – Invite local artists of acclaim and esteem to
propose site-specific projects. Use the network of local galleries,
museums, and art spaces to encourage proposals. Provide small
stipends to secure commitment to the cause.
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Research Fellows (left to right): Edgar Endress, Paul Farber, Pam Jordan, James Huckenpahler.
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PAUL FARBER Scholar/Historian/Curator

PAM JORDAN Architect

Paul Farber is a PhD candidate in the Program in American
Culture at the University of Michigan and served as the
Doctoral Fellow in the History of African Americans and
Germans/Germany at the German Historical Institute in
Washington, DC. His dissertation covers representations of
the Berlin Wall across American literature and popular culture
from 1961–present. With Getty Publications he edited a book of
historic photographs by Magnum photographer Leonard Freed
of the 1963 March on Washington to commemorate the March’s
upcoming 50th anniversary.

Pam Jordan is a preservation and sustainable design architect
based in Washington, DC. Her professional focus is the
interaction between natural environments and human built
structures, as well as the reinterpretation of heritage sites
over time. Recent restoration projects include the National
Academy of Sciences in Washington, DC and a state
courthouse in Birmingham, Alabama. Pam has also served as
assistant director of architectural studies at Mt. Lykaion, an
archaeological excavation of an ancient altar site in Greece. Her
independent research and documentation projects have ranged
from traditional urban housing in Shanghai to neglected state
park sites outside of Philadelphia. She received dual Master’s
degrees in Architecture and Historic Preservation from the
University of Pennsylvania in 2007 and has missed the active
trolleys ever since.

EDGAR ENDRESS Social Artist
Edgar Endress is a George Mason University associate
professor teaching new media and public art. Born in Chile,
he has exhibited extensively throughout the Americas, most
recently in Medellin, Colombia. In 2007, he initiated the
Floating Lab Collective, a team of interdisciplinary artists who
develop and present innovative art projects in collaboration
with urban communities. His work focuses on syncretism
in the Andes, displacement in the Caribbean, and mobile
artmaking practices. He received his MFA in Video Art from
Syracuse University. He has received numerous grants and
fellowships, including from the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
and Creative Capital.

JAMES HUCKENPAHLER Artist, DC Historian
James Huckenpahler does not usually read the software
manuals when making images on his laptop. He is represented
in Washington DC by Hemphill Fine Arts and currently serves
on the advisory board of Transformer, non-profit, artistcentered organization that connects and promotes emerging
artists locally, nationally and internationally. His current workin-progress, “Skull Rock,” is an illustrated history of the capital
city. (http://www.superluckyland.com/)
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THANKS
COUNCIL

FUNDERS AND SUPPORTERS

Wilfried Eckstein, Executive Director,
Goethe-Institut Washington
Steve Colemen, Executive Director,
Washington Parks and People
Jane Freundel Levey, Cultural Tourism DC
Lyonel Lynch, Principal, HR&A Associates
Shiloh Krupar, Assistant Professor of Experimental
Geography, School of Foreign Service,
Georgetown University
Stanley Hallet, Professor,
School of Architecture, Catholic University

George Mason University School of Art
Andy Warhol Foundation
Nathan Cummings Foundation
Open Society Foundation
Comet Ping Pong
BeBerlin
German Historical Institute

CURATORIAL TEAM
Donald Russell,
Executive Director, Provisions Library
Stephanie Sherman,
Director of Research, Provisions Library
Lucy Burnett,
Assistant Director, Provisions Library
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Republik, F. A. Brockhaus Verlag
Field Guide to Getting Lost, Rebecca Solnit
Future of Nostalgia, Svetlana Boym
Free Agents: a History of Washington D.C. graffiti,
compiled by Roger Gastman
Freedom, Svetlana Boym
Ghosts of Berlin, Brian Ladd
The Great Society Subway, How Metro Shapes DC, Mapping
Metro, 1955-1968: Urban, Suburban, and Metropolitan
Alternatives, Zach Schrag
Image Critique and the Fall of the Berlin Wall, Sunil Manghani
Kennedy in Berlin, Andreas Daum
Middlesex, Jeffrey Eugenides
Mondo DC: An Insider’s Guide to Washington, DC’s Most
Unusual Tourist Attractions, Jeff Bagato
Porn Row, Jack McIver Weatherford
The Power of Place, Delores Hayden
Present Pasts: Urban Palimpsests and the Politics of Memory,
Andreas Huyysen
The Ravickians: A Novel, Renee Gladman
Ruins of Modernity, Julia Hell and Andreas Schönle

1989: Bob Dylan Didn’t Have This To Sing About,
Joshua Clover
Alley Life in Washington: Family, Community, Religion, and
Folklife in the City, 1850-1970, James Borchert
Architecture of the Off-Modern Svetlana Boym
A Sand County Almanac, Aldo Leopold
Berlin Childhood Circa 1900, Walter Benjamin
Berlin- Matter of Memory, Fredrik Torisson
Bicycle Diaries, David Byrne
Book of Clouds, Chloe Aridjis
The Breeding of Contempt: Account of the Largest Mass Murder
in Washington, D.C. History, John King
Capital Losses, James W. Goode
Contested Landscapes: Movement, Exile and Place, Barbara
Bender and Margot Winer
Der Holzweg: The Track Through the Woods, Simon Shama
Dream City: Race, Power, and the Decline of Washington, D.C.,
Tom Sherwood and Harry Jaffe
The Ecology of Eden, Evan Eisenberg
Farbige Impressionen aus der Deutschen Demokratischen
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FILMS

Silencing the Past: Power and the Production of History,
Michel-Rolph Troullot
The Sacred Geometry of Washington DC, Nicholas Mann
Social Justice and the City, David Harvey
Ten Blocks from the White House: Anatomy Of The
Washington Riots Of 1968, Ben Gilbert
The Turnaround, George Pelecanos
Wall Jumper, Peter Schneider
Whisper of the Wild, Kim Tingley

Achterbahn
All the President’s Men
The Baader-Meinhof Complex
Berlin Alexanderplatz
Broadcast News
Cabaret
Dave
Good Bye, Lenin
Invisible Frame
The Lives of Others
M
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
Rabbit a la Berlin
The Contender
The Day the Earth Stood Still
The Manchurian Candidate
Olympia
Run Lola Run
Three Days of the Condor
Wag the Dog
Wings of Desire
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